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Score

1. What type of contest does Edgar challenge the BETAs to?

2. WHAT is the agreed consequence for the losing team of the Greek Olympiad?

3. Due to an altercation between Edgar and a sheep, it is revealed that WHOSE entire fraternity was kicked off 
campus?

4. WHAT fetish of Edgar's do the BETAs use against him to win the Greek Olympiad?

5. WHO is the officiate of the Greek Olympiad?

6. WHAT basic tool is the 'golden' trophy for the winners of the Greek Olympiad?

7. WHO shouts 'BETAs for life!' when accepting the winning trophy for the Greek Olympiad?

8. WHAT type of party do the BETAs host when they moved into their new mansion, courtesy of the GEEKS?

9. All suspicions of WHO being a man are dropped when Cooze finally sleeps with her at the party?

10. Because he has the habit of getting belligerently drunk and not remembering anything the day after, 
Wesley has earned himself WHAT nickname?

11. When he wakes up following a party, Wesley hears the toilet flush and is then confronted with WHO, 
formerly of the GEEK house?

12. In a post credits scene, Edgar instructs a stripper at the Silver Dollar to dance with WHAT?
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Presents: Beta House (2007) Quiz 2
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Greek Olympiad
2. Give up their charter and be evicted from their 

house
3. Rock's
4. His fetish for sheep
5. Mr Levenstein
6. A golden hammer

7. Dwight
8. Toga party
9. Denise
10. The Blackout Menace
11. The female bodybuilder
12. The headpiece of the sheep costume
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Presents: Beta House (2007) Quiz 2
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